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Abstract
Multi-agent activity-based models solve transportation forecasting problems. Activity-
based models model a transportation system with a large number of interacting simple
agents. Each agent behaves according to its schedule: sequence of activities. Every
activity contains its type, transport mode and spatio-temporal information. There are
many implementations of activity-based models that use expert-system approach, but
there has been none that is purely data-driven. This work explores the possibility of
using a recurrent neural network (RNN) as scheduler. I use an RNN with LSTM blocks
(LSTM-RNN) to generate a sequence of activities where each activity feature is proba-
bilistically modeled by selected probability function. The LSTM-RNN is combined with
the mixture density network (MDN) approach so it is possible to model features with
probability density functions. I compare three di erent probabilistic functions to model
temporal features: mass density function, Gaussian mixture and beta mixture. This
work presents a loading sequence which loads possible trip destinations for each agent.
Finally, the schedules generated by the LSTM-RNN are validated by the Validation
Framework for Activity-based Models (VALFRAM).
Keywords
recurrent neural networks; long short term memory; mixture density network; agent-
based modelling; activity based model; transport
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1 Introduction
Agent-based modeling is a bottom-up approach used to model complex systems. With
agent-based modeling we choose to model a complex system with multiple relatively
simple agents. From this system of interacting agents, we can aggregate or infer com-
plex properties of the modeled system. Activity-modeling is a class of agent-based
modeling, where it is assumed, that agent’s actions/travels are consequences of their
daily activity patterns. In this work I want to model transport systems of cities. Agents
represent people with di erent sociodemographic backgrounds. In context of activity-
based modeling each agent has a sequence of activities it plans to perform. Basing
on this activity sequence the agent creates a schedule of activities and trips through
the city. For activity-modeling there were developed expert systems and semi-expert
systems such as ALBATROSS [1]. However, this work is aimed on purely datadriven
approach. Specifically, this work is proof of concept for using a recurrent neural network
(RNN) to model agent’s behavior.
The main advantage of RNNs over classic neural networks is that they can process
and generate sequences of variable length. For example, in [4] an RNN was learned
to recognize numbers from sequence of parts of a whole picture. The size of the input
picture can be variable in contrast to classic neural network which takes an input of
fixed size. This is because RNNs are able to keep its internal state through time.
However, for a classic RNN it is hard to learn longterm dependencies [5] i.e. pro-
cessing sequences where dependent elements are far from each other. In papers [6, 7]
were introduced Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) blocks. An LSTM block is a neural
network unit explicitly designed to store and keep information for a long time, in fact
it can be interpreted as a di erentiable computer memory. In paper [9] an LSTM-RNN
(an RNN containing LSTM blocks) was learned on Wikipedia pages and then used to
generate entire pages. The generated sequence was an xml-like formatted file. Even
though the generated text didn’t make much sense, it was grammatically correct and
made from real (or at least real-like) English words. On top of that, the neural network
learned to include xml-tags and other formatting code, which was also syntactically
correct. In article [4] is an observation that some LSTM blocks learned to indicate
open brackets. These blocks were "active" until all brackets were closed. This LSTM
block "self-specialization" was also observed in paper [10] where an LSTM-RNN was
trained for sentence embedding (mapping sentences of variable size to vectors of fixed
size). Some LSTM blocks were specialized on indicating specific topics that were found
in a processed sentence.
In case of predicting discrete variables, the output of neural network is commonly
used to parametrize probability mass function. Each class then has its own probability
of being "next". In most cases the most likely classes are chosen, but it is also possible
to use this distribution for random choice. For continuous variables we have to choose
di erent approach. Using the output as prediction of real value is the straightforward
approach. However, such approach doesn’t present the option of random sampling,
the output does not represent probability density function. Paper [3] introduced a
mixture density network (MDN). In MDNs the output is used to parametrize mixture
of continuous distributions. This mixture provides a better description of predicted
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Figure 1 Schedule example. Each activity has its type, start time and duration.
continuous variable. In the second part of paper [9] an LSTM-RNN was learned to
transform typed text into handwriting. In this case the network generated sequence of
pen tip coordinates. This network was combined with MDN approach, where coordinate
distribution was modeled by mixture of bivariate normal distributions.
Chapter 2 describes neural networks in detail and Chapter 3 shows how input se-
quences are created from raw data and how output sequences are generated.
A schedule is a sequence of activities. Each activity has properties such as an activity
type, travel mode, start and duration of the activity, and location where the activity is
done (see example of a schedule on Fig. 1 ). I use an LSTM-RNN to generate sequences
of activities. Outputs of this neural network model probability distributions of each
activity property, therefore for real valued properties I use MDN approach.
The main focus of this work is to design suitable sequence processing and to find
suitable probability models of spatial and temporal properties. In Chapter 4 I consider
three options how to model temporal features which is with discrete, normal or beta
distribution. Each one has its own advantages and disadvantages and they have to
be compared experimentally. In Chapter 5 the best model from previous chapter is
extended with bivariate normal distribution which models spatial properties. We also
have to modify the input sequences in order to make the neural networks portable
between di erent regions without need of relearning them. Finally, these generated
schedules are face validated and then statistically validated against testing data by
VALFRAM [18].
2
2 Introduction to neural networks
Neural networks are inspired on brain functioning. Their inner workings are very similar
to bottom-up models: From cluster of interconnected simple elements, neurons, emerges
complex behavior [2]. From high level view a neural network can be described simply
as a function: it transforms an input object into an output object.
The task which is usually being solved by neural networks, is an approximation of
unknown mapping function fú which maps an input vector x on target vector (desired
output) d (hereinafter just input and target). This function is approximated by a neural
network
f(x;W , b) = y (1)
where W,b are neural network parameters which have to be learned and y is an output
vector of the neural network (hereinafter just output).
In this work are used neural networks composed of multiple fully connected layers,
where each layer can be either an input layer (first layer), output layer (last layer) or
hidden layer.
2.1 Basic layer
A layer i is composed of Ni neurons. Each neuron j in the layer i has a weighted
connection wi,i≠1j,k with each neuron k from a previous layer i≠1 (hence fully connected
layers) and a bias bij (see Fig. 2). We define a net input
hˆij =
Ni≠1ÿ
k=1
(wi,i≠1j,k ú hi≠1k ) + bij (2)
and an activation
hij = gi(hˆij) (3)
where gi is an activation function of layer i which has to be continuously di erentiable.
In context of whole layers, the net input and activation are defined as vectors. First,
a weight matrix W i,i≠1 and a bias bi are
wi,i≠1j = [w
i,i≠1
j,1 , w
i,i≠1
j,2 , . . . , w
i,i≠1
j,Ni≠1 ] œ R1◊Ni≠1 (4)
W i,i≠1 = [wi,i≠11 ,w
i,i≠1
2 , . . . ,w
i,i≠1
Ni
] œ RNi◊Ni≠1 (5)
bi = [bi1; bi2; . . . ; biNi ] œ RNi◊1 (6)
Notice that bi is a column vector. The net input vector hˆi and activation vector hi of
layer i are then
hˆi = W i,i≠1hi≠1 + bi (7)
hi = gi(hˆij) (8)
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Figure 2 A neuron j in layer i connected with neurons from previous layer.
We obtain an output y of the neural network f(x;W , b) by using the forward-
propagation method. At the beginning of forward-propagation, the "net input of input
layer" hˆ0 is set as the input x. Then activations of each layer are successively calculated
by equations described above. The method ends when it gets to activation of the output
layer. In context of output layers, a symbol yˆ is used for the net input 1 and y for the
activation.
2.2 Recurrent layer
Let (x(1),x(2), . . . ,x(L)) be a sequence S of length L. With a neural network f(x;W , b)
we transform each element x(t) to y(t) in given order. In the previous section an output
y(t) was depended only on the input x(t) from the same time step t. Now consider a
case where an output y(t) is dependent on earlier input x(tÕ) (where t > tÕ). Informa-
tion about previous inputs must be somehow stored inside the neural network without
changing its weights and biases. This is realized by introducing a recurrent connection
where a layer i is fully connected with itself by weighted connections W i,i. The idea is,
that we let the information about previous inputs "loop" inside the neural network. A
net input for recurrent layers is defined as:
hˆi(t) = W i,i≠1hi≠1(t) +W i,ihi(t≠ 1) + bi (9)
A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a neural network that contains recurrent connec-
tions. By utilizing these connections RNNs can learn to store relevant information in
activations. However this proves to be di cult when there are long term dependencies
between input and output [5] (y(t) depends on x(tÕ) where t ∫ tÕ). Which is where
LSTM blocks step in.
2.3 Long-short term memory layer
Long-short term memory (LSTM) was proposed in [6] and further enhanced in [7]. It
addresses the problem of learning long term dependencies with neural networks. For
example: while classic recurrent network is able to keep context of few recent words
(sequence inputs), neural network with LSTM architecture is able to keep context from
1Name of this term is literally "output net input". Please don’t be confused when it appears later in
the text.
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Figure 3 A simplified LSTM block with one cell. Dashed line represents an input vector of this
LSTM block and full lines represent "flow" of scalar values. Straight horizontal lines show
the flow of input, while straight vertical lines show flow of CEC. These two flows combine
in + vertex into output value. These three flows are scaled in ◊ vertices by their respective
gates. While the value hj(t) is forward-propagated into next neural network units, the value
scj (t) will propagate into next time step.
previous sentences [8], [9]. As opposed to neurons in classic neural networks, the unit
of LSTM neural network is a LSTM memory block (hereinafter just memory block).
Each memory block can be trained to store certain information about context [10] (for
example gender, age, place) over some period of time. Memory block described in [6]
contains 4 specialized network layers called gates, which control the internal (cell) state
(of said memory block). We will now continue with exact definition of LSTM layer.
An LSTM layer i is composed of Ni memory blocks. Each memory block j in LSTM
layer i contains: block input hˆj , input gate inj , forget gate Ïj , output gate outj and
memory cell cj . These gates are connected to activation of previous layer hi≠1(t) and
recurrently to delayed activation hi(t ≠ 1). Thus each memory block j has following
weighted connections from previous layer i≠ 1
wi,i≠1j . . . to j-th block input
wi,i≠1inj . . . to j-th block input gate
wi,i≠1Ïj . . . to j-th block forget gate
wi,i≠1outj . . . to j-th block output gate
which are row vectors from R1◊Ni≠1 . In the same way are defined weighted recurrent
connections from LSTM layer i: wi,ij ,w
i,i
inj
,wi,iÏj ,w
i,i
outj œ R1◊Ni .
A memory cell cj is a linear neuron which is recurrently connected to itself. This re-
current connection is called constant error carousel (CEC). A CEC allows memory cell
to keep relevant information in its cell state scj (t) during forward-propagation and error
signals during back-propagation (see Sec. 2.4). This is similar to recurrent connections
in recurrent layers described in previous section. The di erence is that a memory block
controls what goes in and out of memory cell with input and output gate. A memory
block can also wipe out contents of cell state with its forget gate. LSTM block is de-
picted in Fig. 3.
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The state of entire LSTM layer i is defined by column vectors hˆi, yiin, yiÏ, yiout and
sic from domain RNi◊1, where Ni is size of the layer. The LSTM layer is parametrized
by biases bi, biin, biÏ and biout from RNi◊1, and by following weight matrices
W i,i≠1 =[wi,i≠11 ,w
i,i≠1
2 , . . . ,w
i,i≠1
Ni
] œ RNi◊Ni≠1 (10)
W i,i≠1in =[w
i,i≠1
in1 ,w
i,i≠1
in2 , . . . ,w
i,i≠1
inNi
] œ RNi◊Ni≠1 (11)
W i,i≠1Ï =[wi,i≠1Ï1 ,w
i,i≠1
out2 , . . . ,w
i,i≠1
ÏNi
] œ RNi◊Ni≠1 (12)
W i,i≠1out =[wi,i≠1out1 ,w
i,i≠1
out2 , . . . ,w
i,i≠1
outNi
] œ RNi◊Ni≠1 (13)
from domain RNi◊Ni≠1 . Weight matrices for recurrent connections are similarly defined:
W i,i,W i,iin ,W
i,i
Ï ,W
i,i
out œ RNi◊Ni . Forward-propagation of LSTM layer i is calculated by
these formulas:
hˆi(t) =W i,i≠1hi≠1(t) +W i,ihi(t≠ 1) + bi (14)
yiin(t) =giin
1
W i,i≠1in h
i≠1(t) +W i,iinhi(t≠ 1) + biin
2
(15)
yiÏ(t) =giÏ
1
W i,i≠1Ï h
i≠1(t) +W i,iÏ hi(t≠ 1) + biÏ
2
(16)
sic(t) =yiÏ(t) ¶ sic(t≠ 1) + yiin(t) ¶ gi
1
hˆi(t)
2
(17)
yiout(t) =giout
1
W i,i≠1in h
i≠1(t) +W i,iouthi(t≠ 1) + biout
2
(18)
hi(t) =gic(sic)(t) ¶ yiout(t) (19)
Where giin, giÏ, giout are activation functions of their respective gates and they are usually
sigmoid functions. gi and gic are called input/output squashing functions and they are
usually set as hyperbolic tangent (hereinafter just tanh). The operand ¶ denotes
element-wise product.
2.4 Learning the neural network
During learning a neural network f(x;W , b) the parameters W , b are changed. This
change is realized by the back-propagation method. This method propagates changes
 wj,k,  bj which are added to their respective parameters. This change is initiated
by an error in the output layer and then back-propagated up to input layer. The error
of output y is given by its "distance" from target d which is defined by a network loss
function L(y,d). The purpose of the back-propagation method is to minimize this error
by changing parameters of given neural network. In this work I use a gradient descend
implementation of back-propagation method. The gradient descent algorithm defines
the change as:
 wj,k =≠ ÷‘j,k (20)
‘j,k =
ˆL(y,d)
ˆwj,k
(21)
where ÷ is a learning rate, which is used to scale the gradient step, and ‘j,k is an error
of the neuron j which "originates" in output layer and is back-propagated through the
neural network. The error can be further unfolded by chainrule:
‘j,k =”j
ˆhˆj
ˆwj,k
=”jhk (22)
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where ”j substitutes
”j =
ˆL(y,d)
ˆhj
ˆhj
ˆhˆj
=ˆL(y,d)
ˆhj
gÕ(hˆj)
=
Nÿ
i
A
ˆL(y,d)
ˆhi
ˆhi
ˆhˆi
ˆhˆi
ˆhj
B
gÕ(hˆj)
=
Nÿ
i
(”iwi,j) gÕ(hˆj) (23)
whereN are indexes of neurons that are connected from the neuron j, and gÕ is derivative
of the activation function g. The unfolding stops at output layer
”j =
ˆL(y,d)
ˆyj
ˆyj
ˆyˆj
(24)
where the partial derivations are dependent on definition of the network loss function
L(y,d).
More sophisticated version of classic gradient descent, rmsprop, was proposed in [11].
This method adaptively scales a gradient for each parameter by dividing it with root-
mean-squared error ‘j,k. In this work I use version of rmsprop used in [9]:
nj,k =“nj,k + (1≠ “)‘2j,k (25)
gj,k =“gj,k + (1≠ “)‘j,k (26)
 wj,k =’ wj,k ≠ ÷ ‘j,kÒ
nj,k ≠ g2j,k + Á
(27)
where following hyperparameters are set:
“ =0.95 (28)
’ =0.9 (29)
Á =1e≠4 (30)
A learning rate ÷ is a hyperparameter that is found experimentally (see Secs. 4.7.1 and
5.3.1).
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There are two common use cases for RNNs with di erent data flows:
1. learning the RNN
2. generating sequences using the RNN
This chapter describes an RNN wrapper that handles both use cases.
In case of learning an RNN, the input of the wrapper is data source (details of
the data source are described in Sec. 3.1) and the output is a value (or list of values)
describing quality of updated RNN. Most importantly, during learning the parameters
of the wrapped RNN are updated.
First, the data from data source are preprocessed (for details see Sec. 3.2). The output
of preprocessing is a dataset which is a list of input-target pairs (x,d). This dataset is
further divided into a training set, validation set and testing set. Where training set is
used for training the RNN, validation set is used for control of the learning algorithm
and testing set is used to determine quality of learned neural network.
The learning algorithm takes each input-target pair (x,d) from the training set. For
given RNN f(x;W , b) and the input x the algorithm gets an output y with the forward-
propagation method. The output y is compared to the target d by given loss function
L(y,d) (specified in Sec. 3.3). The gradient of L(y,d) is back-propagated and used to
update the parameters W , b. The dataflow during learning is visualized in Fig. 4.
In case of generating sequences, the wrapper output is set of generated sequences.
The wrapper input is generally optional and it controls the generating algorithm. In
this work the input is used to create first RNN input x(0) for each sequence which is to
be generated. Sequences (x(1), . . . ,x(L)) are generated by repeatedly creating a new
element x(t + 1) from current element x(t). The new element is created in following
three steps:
1. x(t) is transformed to y(t) with the forward-propagation method.
2. From distribution parametrized by y(t) a sampling method samples d(t) (see
Sec. 4.6).
3. From the sampled output d(t) the generating algorithm creates a new input
x(t+ 1).
This way input vectors x(t) are iteratively generated until it is stopped either externally
at some step L or internally when the network sends some stopping signal.
The generated sequence (x(0), . . . ,x(L)) must be then postprocessed into "readable"
form. The data flow during generating a sequence is visualized in Fig. 5.
3.1 Raw data
Source of data used in this work are anonymized travel diaries recorded by volunteers
from Prague and South Moravian region. These diaries were further structured as a set
8
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of schedules. Each schedule contains list of activities and a profile of a person who ex-
ecuted those activities. Features of profile and each activity are shown in Tabs. 1 and 2.
Each schedule contains one or more typical subsequences of activity_type features
which are called skeletons:
• Student skeleton: SLEEP, SCHOOL, SLEEP
• Employee skeleton: SLEEP, WORK, SLEEP
• Home skeleton: SLEEP, SLEEP
For example, a sequence (SLEEP, WORK, SHOP, LEISURE, SLEEP) has an employee
skeleton.
Table 1 Domains of profile features. Each profile feature is either a real positive value, enu-
meration or boolean.
Name Type Set
household real œ R+,Æ 10
children real œ R+,Æ 4
has_bike bool {true, false}
has_mbike bool {true, false}
age real œ R+,Æ 100
sex enum [M, F]
student bool {true, false}
license bool {true, false}
pt_card bool {true, false}
education enum [LOW, MID, HIGH]
Table 2 Domains of activity features. Each activity feature is either a real positive value not
bigger than 24, enumeration or boolean.
Name Type Set
activity_type enum [SLEEP, WORK, SCHOOL, LEISURE, SHOP]
mode enum [PT, W, V, M, BI, None]
start real œ R+,Æ 24
duration real œ R+,Æ 24
trip_duration real œ R+,Æ 24
end real œ R+,Æ 24
location enum set of location IDs
3.2 Preprocessing and postprocessing
Every t-th activity from schedule i is preprocessed into input x(t) and target d(t ≠
1)1. There are three parameters of preprocessing (in practice they are implemented as
lambda functions):
1. Feature selection
2. Feature encoding
1The t denotes the learning step at which training pair (x(t),d(t)) is presented to the RNN where d(t)
represents future activity that happens after current activity x(t). That’s why when t-th activity is
preprocessed, it serves as a current activity x(t) and also as a future activity for previous learning
step d(t≠ 1).
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3. Normalization method
Feature selection determines which features will be present in input and output
vectors. In this work are used two feature selections:
• AMSE: activity_type, mode, start, end
• AMSDT: activity_type, mode,start, duration, trip_duration
Features listed above are dynamic features which can change during the sequence. In
addition, each input x includes all profile features (see Tab. 1) which are unchanging
during the sequence. They serve to force a context which the RNN doesn’t have to
learn to remember.
Feature encoding determines whether feature is encoded as
• Real value
• One-hot vector: vector of n zeros and one nonzero. (e.g. (0, 0, 0, 1, 0))
Enum features are encoded as one-hot vectors and real features as real values. Except
for temporal features: start, end, duration and trip_duration; where are considered
both encodings.
A real valued feature x œ [A,B] is encoded into one-hot vector by partitioning its
domain [A,B] into n pairwise disjoint intervals of the same length creating a set of
intervals X:
X = {[C1, C2), [C2, C3), . . . , [Cn, Cn+1]} (31)
where C1 = A and Cn+1 = B. We map values from interval X(i) to one-hot vector of
length n with unit on i-th place.
Normalization method determines how features encoded as real numbers are nor-
malized. There are two types of normalization used this work: n1, n2.
n1 is used to scale values from interval [A,B] into open interval (0, 1):
n1 : [A,B]æ (0, 1) (32)
This encoding is necessary for some loss functions (see Sec. 4.5). I used following
definition of n1:
n1(x) =
x≠ xmin + Á
xmax ≠ xmin + 2Á (33)
where Á > 0 is some small number ensuring that n1 doesn’t map anything on 1 or 0.
n2 normalization shifts mean of x variable to zero and scale its covariance to one. If
applied on each feature, then all features will have same mean and covariance. Together
with using tanh as an activation function it speeds up the learning process [12]. n2 is
then defined as:
n2(x) =
x≠ xmean
xstd
(34)
After selection,encoding and normalization inputs and targets are paired into (x(t),d(t))
pairs. Note that x(t) is generated from t-th activity and d(t) from (t + 1)-th (next)
activity. Indeed, the goal is to predict a next activity. These pairs generated from
one schedule are collected into one list called a chunk (short name for preprocessed
schedule). Chunks are then randomly shu ed to break any unwanted dependencies
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that could be present in source of raw data 2.
The postprocessing method is used only during generating sequences. It can be
described as inverse of preprocessing method. It has two phases. In the first one it
converts a target d to input x, which is fed to neural network as seen in Fig. 5. And
in the second phase it converts input x to raw data format (readable form).
3.3 Output vector, loss function and sampler
A target d can be divided into M subvectors {d1, . . . ,dM}, where each subvector di
corresponds to some selected feature. From now on "partial target" will denote tar-
get subvector corresponding to some feature. Likewise, terms "partial input","partial
output" and "partial loss function" will be used in context of multi-featured output.
Distribution of a partial target di is modeled by some selected probability distribution
with parameters yi. During learning, those parameters are evaluated by partial loss
function Li(yi,di). In this work the loss function of entire output L(y,d) is defined as
sum of all partial loss functions:
L(y,d) =
Mÿ
i=1
Li(yi,di) (35)
During generating the sequence, each partial target di(t) is sampled by a samplingi(yi(t))
method. Partial targets are then concatenated into a target d(t) which proceeds to
postprocessing method as is shown in Fig. 5.
The exact definitions of partial output vectors, loss functions and sampler methods
depend on how each feature is probabilistically modeled. This is the main subject of
chapters 4 and 5.
3.4 Example
Let’s now look at (simplified) example of data flow and how the defined terminology
fits there. Consider following schedule in Tabs. 3 and 4 .
Let’s consider the first use case: learning an RNN. Following the data flow in Fig.
4 first we have to preprocess raw data. In Sec. 3.2 are defined three preprocessing
parameters which have to be defined for each feature. Chosen parameters and resulting
vectors are shown in Tabs. 5 and 6. Initial input x(0) is added to serve as a start signal
for the neural network.
Vectors from Tab. 6 are paired and put into chunk: [(x(0),d(0)); (x(1),d(1)); (x(2),d(2))].
Before starting learning the neural network on this chunk, the internal state of LSTM
blocks is reset in order to remove a leftover context from previous chunk (even though
LSTM block is able to learn to reset itself with its forget gate). Starting with first train-
ing pair, the input x(0) is forward-propagated to get y(0). y(0) is concatenation of two
partial outputs yactivity_type(0) and ystart(0). Example of such vector is shown in Tab.
7. Partial outputs and their corresponding partial targets are put into their respective
loss functions: Lactivity_type(yactivity_type,dactivity_type) and Lstart(ystart, dstart). The
2With a minibatch learning these dependencies can cause biased model. For example, if schedules are
sorted by age, then the network ends each epoch with learning about daily life of schoolchildren. In
the end after learning, this network would be good at generating schedules for children but not so
good at generating schedules of adults. The other option is to back propagate once per epoch.
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Table 3 Example of profile.
Name Value
household 2
children 1
has_bike False
has_mbike False
age 34
sex F
student False
license True
pt_card True
education HIGH
Table 4 Example of daily activities. Last activity doesn’t usually mean when person actually
goes sleep, but rather "being at home until next day".
Name 1 2 3
activity_type SLEEP WORK SLEEP
mode None V V
start 0 7.82 16.18
duration 7.66 8.2 7.82
trip_duration 0 0.16 0.16
end 7.66 16.02 24
location 551171 550990 551171
Table 5 Parameters of preprocessing. Only selected features are shown. Here we choose same
feature encoding and normalization method for both input and target partials. Generally,
they can be di erent.
Feature Feature selection Feature encoding Normalization method
name input target input target input target
age True False real - n1 -
sex True False one hot - - -
activity_type True True one hot one hot - -
start True True real real n1 n1
loss of each feature is summed up to loss of the network, which is later used during
back-propagation.
The second use case: generating sequences, is quite di erent. For each input profile
a sequence must be generated. This time the preprocessing method just takes pro-
file from schedule and creates an initial input x(0). Following data flow pictured in
Fig. 5, initial input x(0) is forward-propagated to get output y(0). Partial outputs
yactivity_type(0) and ystart(0) are used as attributes of their respective sampling methods:
samplingactivity_type(yactivity_type) and samplingstart(ystart). Let’s say both sampling
methods sample always most likely values then for example y(0) from Tab. 7 would be
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Table 6 Example of preprocessed schedule with initial input. Even though in this table we
can see partial inputs (targets), the result is concatenated into one input (target) vector.
Note that profile features remain static during entire sequence and are not present in target
vectors.
t xage(t) xsex(t) xactivity_type(t) xstart(t)
0 0.333 (0,1) (0,0,0,0,0) 0.004
1 0.333 (0,1) (1,0,0,0,0) 0.004
2 0.333 (0,1) (0,1,0,0,0) 0.327
3 0.333 (0,1) (1,0,0,0,0) 0.672
t dactivity_type(t) dstart(t)
0 (1,0,0,0,0) 0.004
1 (0,1,0,0,0) 0.327
2 (1,0,0,0,0) 0.672
Table 7 Example of output vectors. Partial output yactivity_type represent probability of each
activity type. Partial output ystart(t) are two parameters of normal distribution: mean and
standard deviation.
t yactivity_type(t) ystart(t)
0 (0.9,0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02) (0.008,0.012)
1 (0.1,0.4,0.2,0.2,0.1) (0.366,0.052)
2 (0.3,0.1,0.1,0.2,0.3) (0.621,0.022)
sampled to
dactivity_type(0) =(1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
dstart(0) =0.008
The target d(0) proceeds to postprocessing method, where it is transformed to new
input x(1). In this case it is just matter of concatenating d(0) with profile vector
x(1) =(0.333, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.008)
The postprocessing method also creates a readable form of d(1). Same way input x(1)
is used to get x(2) and so on until generating is stopped (for example when second
SLEEP activity is sampled).
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Figure 4 Data flow during learning the neural network. Full line arrows represent flow during
forward propagation. Red arrows represent flow during back propagation.
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Figure 5 Data flow during generating sequences. Full line arrows represent flow during forward
propagation. The control input is optional. For example, it could contain profile information.
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Temporal features: start, duration, trip_duration and end can be probabilistically mod-
eled as discrete variable or as continuous variable. In case of a discrete model temporal
features are encoded as one-hot vectors and in case of continuous models they are kept
as real values. Aside from practical di erences by choosing an encoding we choose
certain assumptions about a feature. The di erence lies in how the distance between
two feature values is measured. The distance of two values encoded as one-hot vectors
is hamiltonian and thus either 2 (when vectors are di erent) or 0 (when vectors are
same). This is fine when there aren’t any relations between feature values except for
being either di erent or equivalent (e.g. activity_type). Whereas the distance between
two real values is (usually defined as) euclidean, which introduces proper relations be-
tween values of temporal feature to neural network. Note that in case of features start
and end there is an exception: Distance between 0 and 23 is just 1 not 23. However,
this fact can be omitted because every schedule starts and ends within one day.
In this chapter I propose three neural network models (NN models) and compare
them. Each neural network has parameters W , b which are optimized with rmsprop,
but also hyperparameters which are optimized experimentally. Hyperparameters of each
NN model are defined through this chapter, but their overview can be found in list on
the beginning of Sec. 4.7.1. The first hyperparameter to define is feature_selection.
4.1 Feature selection
In Sec. 3.2 are mentioned two feature selections: AMSDT (activity_type, mode, start,
duration, trip_duration) and AMSE (activity_type, mode, start, end). The main
di erence is in the end and duration features. Both are equivalent in sense, they can
be inferred from the other one, but they represent di erent information about activity.
For example, with end feature it is easy for a neural network to learn that most of work
activities ends around 4pm, but it has to "keep in mind" that most work activities also
last 8 hours, so if the activity started at 11am it is more likely to end later.
AMSE then puts emphasis on end feature and AMSDT on duration feature. The
neural network however has to learn to internally store both information to predict
temporal features properly. Feature selection is one of the hyperparameters:
feature_selection œ {AMSE,AMSDT} (36)
4.2 Architecture
Every proposed NN model shares the same three-layer architecture:
1. input: Either sigmoid or tanh layer (see Section 2.1)
2. lstm: LSTM layer (see Section 2.3 )
3. output: Output layer defined by NN model (see following Sections 4.3, 4.4 and
4.5)
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Sizes of input layer Ninput and output layer Noutput are depended on preprocessing
parameters and on chosen probabilistic modeling of time. Size of hidden LSTM layer
Nlstm is a hyperparameter.
4.3 Discrete NN model
Encoding targets as one-hot vectors is common practice in classification problems, where
we want to map inputs on n classes. An output y is then a probability vector where
each element yi is probability of i-th class being a "right answer". In other words,
classification neural networks approximate a discrete probability distribution of target
classes conditioned on input. Since output y is a probability vector, its elements must
sum to unity and be within [0,1] interval. These conditions are ensured by setting
softmax function as the activation function of output layer:
yi =
exp(yˆi)
Nq
j=1
exp(yˆj)
(37)
There are many possible loss functions for probability vector outputs such as a classifi-
cation error, mean squared error and cross entropy loss. While the classification error
distinguishes between error and not error, it doesn’t tell us much about the magnitude
of error [13]. Both mean squared error and cross entropy loss give us a continuous
error, but cross entropy loss is more suited for outputs representing the probability
vectors [14]. The cross entropy loss function is defined as:
LCE(y,d) = ≠ 1
N
nÿ
i=1
[di log yi + (1≠ di) log(1≠ yi)] (38)
In this work features activity_type and mode will be always modeled by discrete distri-
bution.
In a discrete NN model (HIS) temporal features are also modeled by discrete dis-
tribution. Therefore, the temporal features are encoded as one-hot vectors during
preprocessing (see Sec. 3.2). Each partial output yp is obtained by normalizing yˆp with
an element wise softmax function:
yp =
exp (yˆp)q
yˆœyˆp
exp(yˆ) (39)
The loss of each partial output is then LCE(yp,dp). If we substitute (38) into the
general loss function (35), we get a loss function of entire HIS model
L(y,d) =ÿ
p
LCE(yp,dp) (40)
where p corresponds to selected features.
4.4 Gaussian MDN model
Mixture density networks (MDN) were introduced in paper [3]. An MDN is a neural
network that models a real valued target with a mixture of K probability densities „i
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(further referred to as kernel). Compared to neural networks optimizing mean square
distance, MDNs provide better description of distribution of target values.
An output vector
y = (–1, . . . ,–K , ◊11, . . . , ◊1K , . . . , ◊PK) (41)
parametrizes a mixture, where –i is a mixing coe cient of i-th kernel and ◊ji is j-th
parameter of kernel „i which takes P parameters.
Let f(x;W , b) be an MDN and y its output. The conditional probability density of
target d for given input vector x is
p(d|x) =
Kÿ
i=1
–i„i(d; ◊1i , . . . , ◊Pi ) (42)
Let D = {(xq,dq)} be a training dataset. We want to maximize likelihood of this
dataset with respect to parameters W,b
L(D;W,b) =
Ÿ
(x,d)œD
p(d|x) (43)
by minimizing the negative logarithm of dataset likelihood:
l(D;W,b) =
ÿ
(x,d)œD
≠ log p(d|x) (44)
The loss function of a single training pair (x,d) is then:
L(y,d) = ≠ log
I
Kÿ
i=1
–i„i(d; ◊1i , . . . , ◊Pi )
J
(45)
In Gaussian MDN (GAU) model a univariate normal probability density function is
used as a kernel
„i(d;µi,‡i) =
1
‡i
Ô
2ﬁ
exp
I
≠(d≠ µi)
2
2‡2i
J
(46)
where µi and ‡i are its parameters corresponding to mean and variation. Note that
the (partial) target has to be of unit dimension. To obtain these parameters along with
mixing coe cients –i the output net input yˆ must be parsed and normalized.
Let K be a number of kernels in the density mixture. Composition of partial output
net input yˆp is
yˆ = (–ˆ1, . . . , –ˆK , µˆ1, . . . , µˆK , ‡ˆ1, . . . , ‡ˆK) (47)
This vector must be normalized to put each parameter into reasonable domain.
Mixing coe cients –i have to sum to unit and lie in interval [0, 1], so we use the
softmax function like in (37):
–i =
exp (–ˆi)
Kq
j=1
exp (–ˆj)
(48)
Variations ‡i have to be greater than zero. This is ensured by the exp function:
‡i = exp (‡ˆi) (49)
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Means µi don’t have to be normalized because whole R is their domain.
µi = µˆi (50)
Each partial output vector y parameterizing a normal mixture is then
y = (–1, . . . ,–K , µ1, . . . , µK ,‡1, . . . ,‡K) (51)
and the loss function of this partial output is
LG(y, d) = ≠ log
I
Kÿ
i=1
–i
1
‡i
Ô
2ﬁ
exp
I
≠(d≠ µi)
2
2‡2i
JJ
(52)
The actual form of LG loss function and its derivatives used in implementation are
shown in Appendix A.
For the GAU model then, temporal features are encoded as real numbers, normalized
with n2 (34) and modeled by normal mixtures. activity_type andmode are still encoded
as one-hot vectors and evaluated by cross-entropy loss function (38). The loss function
of GAU model is then:
L(y,d) = LCE(yactivity_type,dactivity_type) + LCE(ymode,dmode) +
ÿ
p
LG(yp, dp) (53)
where p corresponds to selected temporal features. Ktime denotes number of kernels
in mixture modeling each selected temporal feature. Ktime is hyperparameter of GAU
model.
4.5 Beta MDN model
A normal distribution may not be the ideal distribution to model temporal features.
Modeling duration with a normal distribution isn’t appropriate since durations are non-
negative and tend to be short. This results to situation where the mean is close to zero
and therefore it is more likely to sample negative values, which are outside of duration
domain. Moreover, if we look at the histogram of duration distribution in Fig. 6 it
doesn’t resemble normal distribution at all.
In [15] an end of activity is modeled by a beta distribution, where they parametrized
this distribution by three parameters: optimistic, likely and pessimistic time of finish-
ing the activity. While the likely time determines position of peak in beta probability
density function, optimistic and pessimistic times determine the length of tails on the
right and left side respectively.
In beta MDN (BET) model a beta probability density function is used as the kernel
[16]:
„i(d; ai, bi) =
dai≠1(1≠ d)bi≠1
B(ai, bi)
(54)
where ai, bi > 0 are shape parameters and B(ai, bi) is beta function:
B(ai, bi) =
 (ai) (bi)
 (ai + bi)
(55)
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Figure 6 Duration histograms. While trip duration histogram (right) looks like it could be
approximated by one beta distribution, activity duration histogram (left) seems like mixture
of two beta distributions.
 (x) denotes the gamma function which can be described as a "continuous factorial".
Beta distributions are defined on open interval (0, 1). Therefore, target d must be nor-
malized by n1 function (34).
Like in Sec. 4.4 we define composition of output net input yˆp. Let K be the number
of kernels:
yˆ = (–ˆ1, . . . , –ˆK , aˆ1, . . . , aˆK , bˆ1 . . . , bˆK) (56)
Again, yˆp must be normalized. Mixing coe cients –i are obtained from (48). Shape
parameters a, b have to be greater than zero, thus I used exp function as normalization:
ai = exp(aˆi); bi = exp(bˆi) (57)
An output parameterizing a beta distribution mixture is then
yp = (–1, . . . ,–K , a1, . . . , aK , b1, . . . , bK) (58)
and its loss function is
LB(y, d) = ≠ log
I
Kÿ
i=1
–i
dai≠1p (1≠ dp)bi≠1
B(ai, bi)
J
(59)
Partial derivatives of LB are shown in Appendix B. The equation for BET loss function
is
L(y,d) = LCE(yactivity_type,dactivity_type) + LCE(ymode,dmode) +
ÿ
p
LB(yp, dp) (60)
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where p corresponds to selected temporal features. Like in GAU model, Ktime denotes
number of kernels for temporal features and it is hyperparameter of the BET model.
4.6 Maximizing sampling methods
During generating sequences, the RNN wrapper has to use some sampling method to
transform an output y(t) into target d(t) (see Sec. 3.3). Each partial target is sampled
by its partial sampling method. The following methods are based on approximation of
most likely value w.r.t. given distribution. In this work these methods are referred to
as maximizing sampling methods.
For partial output yp parameterizing a probability mass function (39), dp is sampled
simply by selecting the highest output element.
c =argmax
i
p(yip)
dip =
I
1 i = c
0 i ”= c (61)
For partial output parameterizing univariate Gaussian mixture (51), dp is sampled
by getting mean from kernel with highest peak. This is an approximation of most likely
value w.r.t. given mixture [3].
c =argmax
i
A
–ip
‡ip
B
dp =µcp (62)
The version for bivariate Gaussian mixture (74) I used is:
c =argmax
i
A
–ip
‡1ip‡2ip
B
dp =µcp (63)
I used a similar method to sample from beta mixtures (54). The mean µ(a, b) and
standard deviation ‡(a, b) for a beta distribution parametrized by a, b are defined as:
µ(a, b) = a
a+ b (64)
‡(a, b) =
Û
ab
(a+ b)2(a+ b+ 1) (65)
Equations for sampling dp from beta mixture are then:
c =argmax
i
A
–ip
‡(aip, bip)
B
dp =µ(acp, bcp) (66)
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4.7 Experiments
In following series of experiments I used dataset of size 3011 chunks to learn each net-
work. This dataset was randomly shu ed and split into training set of 2409 chunks
and validation set of 602 chunks. Real valued inputs were encoded with the n2 func-
tion (34). Encoding of real valued outputs depends on NN model. RNNs were learned
with rmsprop with clipped gradients in the range of [-100,100]. The goal of this series
of experiments was to
1. find good hyperparameters for each proposed NN model
2. compare proposed NN models
3. generate schedules
For generating schedules, I used maximum sampling methods described in Sec. 4.6.
4.7.1 Finding good hyperparameters
The possible hyperparameters for each model were:
• feature_selection (Sec. 3.2 and 4.1).
• Learning rate ÷ (Sec. 2.4)
• Size of hidden layer Nlstm (Sec. 4.2)
• Number of kernels in each distribution mixture Ktime (Sec. 4.4 and 4.5)
Examined domains of each hyperparameter are summarized in Tab. 8.
Table 8 Possible hyperparameter values for each model. Some hyperparameter domains are
di erent from each other. That’s because there were done some preliminary experiments (not
included in this work) which ruled out some values.
Model feature_selection ÷ Nlstm K
HIS {AMSE,AMSDT} {1e≠2,1e≠3,1e≠4} {15,30,60} {}
GAU {AMSE,AMSDT} {1e≠4,1e≠5,1e≠6} {30,60,90} {2,3,4,6}
BET {AMSE,AMSDT} {1e≠3,1e≠4,1e≠5} {30,60,90} {2,3,4,6}
Comparable by network loss
In paper [17] is shown that hyperparameters ÷ and Nlstm have biggest impact on learn-
ing LSTM-RNNs and also that they have little covariance. Therefore, we can optimize
each of these two hyperparameters separately. I assumed that the same goes for kernel
numbers Ktime. Thus each NN model was set to default hyperparameter vector (÷,
Nlstm, Ktime). Each hyperparameter was then searched separately. Default hyperpa-
rameters are shown in Tab. 9.
Table 9 Default hyperparameter values for each NN model.
Model ÷ Nlstm K
HIS 1e≠4 30
GAU 1e≠5 60 3
BET 1e≠3 60 3
Neural networks of same NN model and feature_selection are comparable by their
network loss. Each neural network was evaluated by their network loss using the vali-
dation dataset (hereinafter referred to as validation loss). Each hyperparametrization
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was learned 4 times on 700 epochs. Results of these experiments are shown in Tabs.
10, 11, 12 and in Appendix C. An overview of chosen 1 parameters is shown in Tab. 13.
Table 10 HIS: Minima of averaged validation loss development and their standard deviations.
÷ AMSE AMSDT Nlstm AMSE AMSDT
10≠2 4.8066±0.0586 6.6644±0.3414 15 4.6601±0.0116 5.9228±0.0641
10≠3 4.6090±0.0220 5.7142±0.1250 30 4.6337±0.0483 5.8307±0.0346
10≠4 4.6507±0.0076 5.7822±0.0080 60 4.5455±0.1015 5.8391±0.0874
Table 11 GAU: Minima of averaged validation loss development and their standard deviations.
÷ AMSE AMSDT Nlstm AMSE AMSDT
10≠4 0.0336±0.1401 0.2641±0.0554 30 0.6207±0.1516 0.9852±0.2224
10≠5 -0.0455±0.0613 0.3201±0.0669 60 -0.0517±0.1006 0.3336±0.1338
10≠6 3.0363±0.2810 3.3971±0.2174 90 -0.0474±0.0350 0.1122±0.1699
K AMSE AMSDT
2 0.0692±0.0761 0.7649±0.0947
3 -0.0872±0.0742 0.4027±0.0754
4 -0.0357±0.0660 0.2421±0.1381
6 -0.2139±0.0874 0.3222±0.0906
Table 12 BET: Minima of averaged validation loss development and their standard deviations.
Some runs were lost due to numerical instability.
÷ AMSE AMSDT Nlstm AMSE AMSDT
10≠3 -7.9850±0.0872 -15.0973±0.0456 30 -8.2325±0.1248 -14.6057±0.1501
10≠4 -7.9204±0.0336 -14.7722±0.1923 60 -7.9329±NaN -14.6953±0.0787
10≠5 -7.3844±0.0227 -13.6808±0.0306 90 -7.9752±0.2146 -14.8429±0.1789
K AMSE AMSDT
2 -7.6061±NaN -14.2770±0.0283
3 -7.9128±0.1610 -14.6237±NaN
4 -7.8703±0.0532 -14.7635±0.0769
6 -8.2044±0.1103 -15.1278±0.0353
Comparison of AMSE and AMSDT
Networks with di erent feature_selection can’t be compared since they have di erent
target features. In this case I used VALFRAM [18] to choose the best feature selection
for each NN model. VALFRAM is a framework for statistic validation, where we com-
pare a generated set of schedules against testing (real) set of schedules. Specifically,
in this case we compare probability distributions duration (and start) feature values of
1In case of GAU hyperparameter Ktime I chose 3 kernels over 6 kernels even though the latter had
better results in this test. This is because when I compared GAU networks with di erent kernel
numbers by VALFRAM, the network with just 3 kernels got better results. This issue is discussed
in Sec. 4.8.
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Table 13 Chosen hyperparameters for each model and its feature_selection.
Model type feature_selection ÷ Nlstm K
HIS AMSE 1e≠ 3 60
HIS AMSDT 1e≠ 3 30
GAU AMSE 1e≠ 5 60 3
GAU AMSDT 1e≠ 5 90 4
BET AMSE 1e≠ 4 30 6
BET AMSDT 1e≠ 4 90 6
generated and testing schedules, with Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics. These distribu-
tions are conditioned on skeletons (see Sec. 3.1) and activity_type.
For each neural network with hyperparameters from Tab. 14 was generated set of
schedules which was evaluated by VALFRAM. Results of evaluations are shown in
Tab. 14. Final summary of chosen hyperparameters for each NN model is shown in
Tab. 15.
Table 14 VALFRAM comparison of AMSE and AMSDT for each model. Probability distribu-
tion of duration (and start) is compared against testing distribution by Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistics. Schedule sets are divided into subsets with equivalent skeletons (see Sec. 3.1).
Model feature_selection Student Employee Home
duration start duration start duration start
HIS AMSE 0.592 0.622 0.341 0.257 0.310 0.288
HIS AMSDT 0.275 0.438 0.264 0.365 0.250 0.366
GAU AMSE 0.341 0.304 0.191 0.167 0.168 0.289
GAU AMSDT 0.359 0.336 0.242 0.202 0.278 0.285
BET AMSE 0.441 0.293 0.425 0.225 0.348 0.261
BET AMSDT 0.300 0.420 0.206 0.171 0.175 0.187
Table 15 Chosen hyperparameters for each NN model.
Model feature_selection ÷ Nlstm K
HIS AMSDT 1e≠ 3 30
GAU AMSE 1e≠ 5 60 3
BET AMSDT 1e≠ 4 90 6
4.7.2 NN model comparison
Finally I compared NN models hyperparametrized by Tab. 15. For each NN model I
learned three neural networks with 700 epochs and selected those with best validation
loss for the final comparison. Same as in previous comparison, I had to compare these
three networks with VALFRAM. The results are shown on Tab. 16 and more detailed
results are in Appendix D. In the end GAU AMSE emerged as the victorious model.
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Table 16 VALFRAM comparison of HIS, GAU and BET models. Probability distribution
of duration (and start) is compared against testing distribution by Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistics. Schedule sets are divided into subsets with equivalent skeletons (see Sec. 3.1).
Model Student Employee Home
duration start duration start duration start
HIS 0.275 0.438 0.261 0.366 0.250 0.366
GAU 0.332 0.291 0.189 0.168 0.168 0.283
BET 0.302 0.439 0.206 0.171 0.184 0.195
4.8 Discussion
The progress of validation loss of HIS model visualized in Figs. 7 and 8 is a nice exam-
ple of learning curve: after the point of minimal error the network starts to overlearn
(let’s call this point well learned). Unfortunately, this wasn’t the case for some other
experiments, where average minima were near the 700th epoch (for example see Figure
10). Thus it is probable that I didn’t find best hyperparameters for some NN models.
Best learning rates µ were di erent for each NN model (see Table 13) but also invari-
ant to feature_selection. Probably di erent loss functions have di erent "sensitivity" to
learning rate. It is apparent from figures in Appendix C where we can see that curves
are glitching at di erent learning rates for each NN model. This could be a problem in
NN models using two or more di erent loss functions (such as GAU and BET models
which use LCE and LG or LB), because we will either have to choose the smallest
learning rate (kind of "slowest ship in the convoy" problem) or somehow scale gradients
of each partial loss function.
Optimal size of hidden layer Nlstm was di erent for each feature_selection. This
result is pretty intuitive because there is di erent size of input and output layers. Since
the input of AMSDT is larger, it requires more hidden units than AMSE.
In every NN model a larger size of hidden layer resulted in steeper descent of vali-
dation loss curve and the network also started to overlearn earlier, probably due to its
higher variance.
Intuition behind choosing a number of kernels Ktime is, that for 5 activity types we
need about 5 kernels, where each kernel is "activated" by high value of mixing coe cient
–. This "kernel activation" works because I was using maximum sampling methods (63)
and (66) . Neural network then would learn to use each kernel to estimate values of
temporal feature for di erent types of activities.
Let’s take a look at time distributions in Figs. 19 and 21: In Fig. 19d GAU AMSDT’s
duration distribution (4th row), we can observe that each activity_type "activates"
di erent kernel. However, this isn’t the case with BET AMSDT in Fig. 21f where just
one kernel was activated by the model, even though BET AMSDT used 6 kernels while
GAU AMSDT just 4. Why for BET networks with more kernels got better validation
loss results even though these networks "activated" just few kernels?
If we look at mixture of kernels and compare it to their HIS counterparts (for example
in BET AMSE Fig. 19e and HIS AMSE Fig. 19a compare end distribution on 4th row)
we find out that in most cases mixture distributions fit HIS distributions. Indeed, by
definition (45) models GAU and BET learn to approximate a conditioned distribution
of time with entire mixture. In light of this fact it makes sense, that more kernels yield
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better validation loss.
And yet GAU AMSE, model with least number of kernels (3 kernels), got the best
results from VALFRAM evaluation. The cause of this counter-intuitive result could be
the maximizing sampling methods (63) and (66). Consider following statements:
1. Model learns to approximate a probability distribution P with mixture of kernels.
2. Maximizing sampling method selects just one kernel.
Let’s consider a probability distribution P that we want to approximate with probability
models A and B.
The model A has just one kernel. This model will learn its only kernel to approximate
the entire probability distribution P. This kernel will be then a good approximation of
P.
The model B has many kernels. This model will learn entire mixture of kernels to
approximate P. This mixture will be a very good approximation since each its ker-
nel can approximate some specific part of P. However, each kernel by itself is a bad
approximation, because it approximates just a part of P.
Therefore, applying maximizing sampling method on model A yields better results
than applying it on B.
Point of this example is to show that maximizing sampling methods should be used
with a small number of kernels. The problem of sampling methods is further addressed
in Sec. 5.4 .
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Each activity is performed in certain place called attractor. Attractors are destina-
tions like schools, pubs, o ces, shops etc. Each attractor has its ID, coordinates and
activitytype that can be done there. There are two types of attractors distinguished by
activities that can be performed there:
• Fixed: SLEEP, SCHOOL or JOB.
• Non-fixed: SHOP or LEISURE.
A fixed attractor is a destination, that doesn’t change (easily) and is part of a profile.
While non-fixed attractor is a destination which is rather depended on agent’s whim.
Attractors are values of location feature.
The goal is to train a neural network to choose attractors for "similarly" to how
agents in training data set do. There are two simple options how to encode attractor
for neural network. Either as one hot-vector, or as coordinates from R2. We rule
one-hot vector option since there are too many attractors (over 50 000 attractors in
database we are working with) and it would end up in large input/output layers. The
other reason is, that the neural network should be able to learn spatial dependencies
between attractors rather than to memorize them. By letting the neural network learn
the spatial dependencies between attractors, it should be able to choose attractors, that
weren’t part of the training set. Specifically, the network has to be portable between
di erent regions without need of re-learning it. Therefore, location feature will be
encoded as coordinates (vector from R2) of the attractor.
Since the network must not memorize possible attractors during back-propagation,
the possible attractors have to be somehow loaded during forward-propagation.
5.1 Input modification
5.1.1 Extending input vector by coordinates
To work with location feature (see Tab. 2) the RNN wrapper must be able to transform
attractors to coordinates and vice-versa. Let A ™ N be set of all attractor IDs. A
function
coord : Aæ R2 (67)
maps each attractor ID to longitude-latitude coordinates x œ R2. The reverse function
to coord is
closest_attractor(x) = argmin
idœA
(||x≠ coord(id)||) (68)
which maps any coordinates x œ R2 onto closest attractor ID œ A. After encoding,
each coordinates are normalized by element wise n2 function (34).
5.1.2 Extending input sequence by loading sequence
To "load" possible attractors into an RNN the input sequence is extended by loading
sequence Sload of length Lload:
Sload = (x(≠Lload),x(≠Lload + 1), . . . ,x(≠1)) (69)
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Each chunk i contains the loading sequence Siload, which is appended before first activity
input
[(x(≠Lload),ddef ), . . . , (x(≠1),ddef ), (x(0),d(0)), . . . , (x(L),d(L))] (70)
where ddef is some default target. The default target doesn’t matter because during
loading sequence a network loss is not evaluated. Each input vector x(i) of loading
sequence has default partial inputs except for activity_type and location. Values of
activity_type and location are given by attractor which is being loaded into the neural
network. To allow a neural network to distinct loading sequence from activity sequence,
a new control feature xctrl is added. This control feature takes value of 0 during loading
and 1 during generating. See Tab. 17 for example of extended chunk.
On data flow level, a loading sequence Siload is created for each schedule (chunk) i
because it isn’t explicitly part of the data source. Construction of such sequence is
divided into two steps:
1. pick a set of attractors Sˆiload
2. arrange the set Sˆiload into a sequence Siload
A set of attractors Sˆiload is arranged by randomly shu ing them. Fixed attractors
from Sˆiload are put on the end of loading sequence Siload so it is easier for an RNN to
recall these attractors [8].
The way how a set of attractors Sˆiload is picked depends on current use case. Either
the loading sequence is created during learning or during sequence generation.
During learning, a neural network should learn that loading sequence contains at-
tractors from which it should choose.
Let A be set of all attractors. Loading all attractors is then out of the question
not just because it would enormously extend size of chunks. Each chunk i would
then contain the same set of attractors Sˆiload. With practically same loading sequences
network wouldn’t probably learn, that the outputs are conditioned on them. Therefore,
a condition
Sˆiload µ A (71)
is required.
Let Zi be a set of attractors that appear in targets of chunk i. In other words, Zi
is set of attractors, that the network should pick. The loading sequence Sˆiload must
contain these "right" attractors Zi in order to make it possible for neural network to
choose them. Therefore
Zi ™ Sˆiload µ A (72)
must hold.
Let Di = Sˆiload\Zi be the set of dummy attractors. Right attractors Zi should be well
"hidden" among dummy attractors Di. In this work it is done by randomly sampling
attractors in proximity of right attractors Zi. Therefore, Sˆiload is obtained by following
equations
Di = nneighbours(Zi)
Sˆiload = Zi ﬁDi (73)
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where nneighbours is a function that returns (Lload ≠ |Zi|) random attractors from
proximity of "right" attractors Zi.
During the second use case (generating sequences) the loaded attractors Sˆiload must
be "compatible" with its input profile. For example, if the profile contains information,
that the agent is a student, the set Sˆiload must contain some schools. Also, there might
be some other information inside a profile, that isn’t this explicit. This "compatibility"
problem is omitted by assuming, that along with profiles, the fixed attractors Zifixed
are also part of the wrapper input. Therefore, the definition of Sˆiload in (73) can be
reused with small adjustment: substitution Zi = Zifixed.
Table 17 The example chunk from Tab. 6 extended by a loading sequence, location feature
and ctrl feature. Network loss is not evaluated during loading sequences.
t xage(t) xsex(t) xactivity_type(t) xstart(t) xlocation xctrl
-4 0.333 (0,1) (0,0,0,0,0) 0.004 (-0.433,-1.112) 0
-3 0.333 (0,1) (0,0,0,0,0) 0.004 (-0.438,-1.090) 0
-2 0.333 (0,1) (0,0,0,0,0) 0.004 (-0.462,-1.104) 0
-1 0.333 (0,1) (0,0,0,0,0) 0.004 (-0.453,-1.114) 0
0 0.333 (0,1) (0,0,0,0,0) 0.004 (-0.427,-1.100) 1
1 0.333 (0,1) (1,0,0,0,0) 0.004 (-0.427,-1.100) 1
2 0.333 (0,1) (0,1,0,0,0) 0.327 (-0.453,-1.114) 1
3 0.333 (0,1) (1,0,0,0,0) 0.672 (-0.427,-1.100) 1
t dactivity_type(t) dstart(t) dlocation(t)
-3 - - -
-2 - - -
-1 - - -
0 (1,0,0,0,0) 0.004 (-0.427,-1.100)
1 (0,1,0,0,0) 0.327 (-0.453,-1.114)
2 (1,0,0,0,0) 0.672 (-0.427,-1.100)
5.2 Bivariate Gaussian MDN model
In paper [9] a bivariate normal distribution was used to model coordinates of pen tip
to generate handwriting. This approach was applied on coordinates of agent’s location
to generate its trip. A bivariate normal kernel is defined as
„(d;µ,‡,ﬂ) = 1
2ﬁ‡1‡2

1≠ ﬂ2 exp
;
≠ Z2(1≠ ﬂ2)
<
(74)
given
Z = (d1 ≠ µ1)
2
‡21
+ (d2 ≠ µ2)
2
‡22
≠ 2ﬂ(d1 ≠ µ1)(d2 ≠ µ2)
‡1‡2
(75)
where µ,‡ œ R2 and ﬂ œ R are parameters corresponding to mean, variation and
correlation.
Let K be a number of kernels in mixed distribution. A composition of output net
input yˆ is then:
yˆ = (–ˆ1, . . . , –ˆK , µˆ1, . . . , µˆK , ‡ˆ1, . . . , ‡ˆK , ﬂˆ1, . . . , ﬂˆK) (76)
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Normalizing weights –ˆ, means µˆ and variations ‡ˆ is same as described in Sec. (4.4).
Correlation ﬂ has to be in range (≠1, 1), thus a tanh function is used to normalize it:
ﬂ = tanh(ﬂˆ) (77)
An output vector parameterizing a mixture of bivariate normal distributions is then
y = (–1, . . . ,–K ,µ1, . . . ,µK ,‡1, . . . ,‡K , ﬂ1, . . . , ﬂK) (78)
The loss function LG2 of this output is derived from equation (45) and kernel (74)
LG2(y,d) = ≠ log
Y][
Kÿ
i=1
–i
1
2ﬁ‡1i‡2i
Ò
1≠ ﬂ2i
exp
I
≠ Zi2(1≠ ﬂ2i )
JZ^
\ (79)
A Gaussian time-location model (GAU2) uses a univariate Gaussian mixture of Ktime
kernels to model temporal features and a bivariate Gaussian mixture of Klocation kernels
to model location feature. Numbers kernels Ktime and Klocation are both hyperparam-
eters of this model. The equation of GAU2 loss function is an extension of GAU loss
function LGAU (y,d) (53):
L(y,d) = LGAU (y,d) + LG2(ylocation,dlocation) (80)
5.3 Experiments
In this set of experiments, I worked with a di erent data source than in previous
chapter. This data source contained 1728 schedules of people living in Jizni Morava
region and most importantly: every activity had available location feature (unlike the
data source from previous chapter). From each schedule were generated 4 chunks with
same action sequence but di erent loading sequences. This way, the dataset grew to
size of 6910 chunks, where 5528 chunks were used for learning and 1382 chunks were
used for validation. GAU2 networks were trained with rmsprop with clipped gradients
in range [-100,100]. The goal of this set of experiments was to:
1. find good hyperparameters for the GAU2 model
2. statistically validate schedules generated by the GAU2 model
3. examine these generated schedules
For generating schedules, I used maximum sampling methods described in Sec. 4.6.
5.3.1 Finding good hyperparameters
First, I searched for optimal hyperparameters of GAU2 model. I reused some found
hyperparameters from Tab. 13:
Ktime = 3; feature_selection = AMSEL (81)
Examined hyperparameters and their possible values are summarized in Tab. 18.
Table 18 Possible hyperparameter values for GAU2 model.
Model ÷ Nlstm Klocation
GAU2 {1e≠3, 1e≠4, 1e≠5} {60, 90, 120, 150} {2, 3, 5}
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Comparable by network loss
The optimal hyperparameter vector (÷, Nlstm,Klocation) was searched with the same
methodology as in Sec. 4.7.1. Each network was learned on 300 epochs. Validation
losses were averaged on 6 runs. The default hyperparameters are in Tab. 19 .
Table 19 Default hyperparameter values for GAU2 model.
Model feature_selection ÷ Nlstm Ktime Klocation
GAU2 AMSEL 1e≠3 90 3 2
In Tab. 20 we can see averaged validation losses for each examined hyperparameter.
Table 20 GAU2: Minima of averaged validation loss development and their standard deviations.
÷ AMSEL Klocation AMSEL
10≠3 -2.5495±0.0780 2 0.0366±0.0927
10≠4 -1.7463±0.0308 3 0.1506±0.1376
10≠5 0.7274±0.2810 5 -0.1688±0.1285
Nlstm AMSEL
60 0.9929±0.2560
90 0.5560±0.0575
120 0.3858±0.0375
150 0.1442±0.0870
5.3.2 Comparison of agent-models
For final comparison I chose the size of hidden layer Nlstm = 150. Two versions of GAU2
model were considered: two-kerneled (Klocation = 2) and five-kerneled (Klocation = 5).
For each version I trained 3 networks on 600 epochs, where for first 40 epochs the
learning rate was set on ÷ = 10≠3 to speed up the learning and rest ÷ = 10≠5 for stability.
Networks with best loss value evaluated on testing set were picked: GAU2s150k3lk2c
(instance of two-kerneled version of GAU2) and GAU2s150k3lk5b (instance of five-
kerneled version of GAU2).
From the testing set I extracted profiles and its fixed locations to use it as the RNN
wrapper input. Then I validated schedules generated by networks GAU2s150k3lk2c,
GAU2s150k3lk5b and base (agent-model based on ALBATROSS). During statistical
validation generated schedules must be compared against real schedules. Due to small
size of data source I had to use the same real schedules I used for training and testing.
Results of this comparison are then biased in favor of GAU2 networks.
Complete VALFRAM results are shown in Appendix F. This time, six di erent sta-
tistical properties of schedule sets were tested. GAU2 networks did pretty well in five
of them. The network GAU2s150k3lk2c had best results in most statistics. This net-
work is not biased against GAU2s150k3lk5b since both were created with the same
conditions. Therefore, two-kerneled version of GAU2 did better than five-kerneled ver-
sion despite the fact the latter had better validation loss (see Tab. 20). As is discussed
in Sec. 4.8, this could be caused by sampling methods.
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5.3.3 Examples of generated schedules
The generated schedules were also face validated (in other words: examined by "naked
human eye"). Take a look at Appendix G where we can see some picked examples of
schedules generated by GAU2s150k3lk2c. Most of generated schedules contained just
3 activities which had a "V" shaped trips (see Fig. 28) or "I" shaped trips (see Fig. 30).
Longer schedules were pretty rare and they became messier (see Fig. 32) as the number
of activities grew. Overall there was a trend of almost-closed paths. This means the
network learned that agents have to return home.
Home placement (first and last vertex of the path) was always close to home attrac-
tor that was given in loading sequence (black vertex). However, the network almost
always missed the other attractors given in loading sequence (green vertexes), it just
sampled some other attractor in the proximity. That’s probably because the network
was not sure about not-home attractors. This is apparent from contours plotted in
pictures. There are two of them in each picture. The smaller one corresponds to "home
distribution" and the bigger one to "school/workplace distribution" (usually the second
activity). It looks like the network had just a general idea where the place could be.
This network is probably not learned enough to be precise 1.
Another thing worth mentioning is, that agents were consistent with their trans-
portation mode (color of arrows). They used the same transport mode for whole day
and it suited their profile in most cases. Those with public transport card used public
transport and those without it used other means transportation.
5.4 Discussion
After comparison of two-kerneled and five-kerneled versions of GAU2 it became appar-
ent that even though networks have good validation loss, they don’t have to generate
better schedules. This is probably caused by maximizing sampling methods as is dis-
cussed in Sec. 4.8. This can be solved by choosing better methods than those described
in Sec 4.6. However maybe the best option would be to not trying to maximize the
likelihood at all.
Forward-propagation and maximizing sampling methods are deterministic: for a same
input there is always the same output. Since the agent-model should generate multiple
di erent schedules it is not actually desired to get the same schedule for same input.
In order get variety of di erent schedules for the same input, a random sampling must
be used. For each feature the neural network gives us a probability distribution from
which an RNN wrapper can randomly sample the value. This would work nicely if there
was just one feature. However, it wouldn’t work well with multiple features. That’s
because features are modeled as independent random variables (35). This assumption is
probably wrong. For example, activity and duration: distribution of shopping duration
is di erent from distribution of working duration.
Dependencies between features can be introduced by breaking the network into
smaller networks with one feature output. These networks can be then "connected"
into a partially ordered set, where an output of one network is the input of another.
At the high-level view there would be a partially ordered set of features, which must
be obtained by some preceding analysis.
Another way how to implement dependency between features is to create a multi-
variate distribution, where dimension of such distribution equals to number of features.
1There is simple workaround for this. Instead of picking any closest attractor, we pick closest attractor,
that was presented in loading sequence. However, I omitted this for sake of the experiment.
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This approach could be di cult, because features aren’t encoded in the same way
(action as one hot vector and start as real number). However, this approach is more
straightforward and doesn’t rely on external data analysis.
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This work serves as a proof of concept for using an LSTM-RNN as a scheduler that is
able to generate sequences of activities with valid probabilistic distribution of spatio-
temporal features.
Chapter 3 has provided implementation guidelines for an RNN wrapper that handles
multi-featured preprocessing, postprocessing and sampling.
Chapter 4 is focused on probabilistic modeling of temporal features. I have con-
sidered three probability functions: probability mass function, Gaussian mixture and
beta mixture. For modeling continuous distributions, I have used MDN approach. In
case of the beta mixture this work presents derivations of its parameters needed for
back-propagation (see Appendix B). An MDN using the Gaussian mixture to model
temporal features got the most promising results in VALFRAM validation.
To my surprise, models with larger density mixtures have generated schedules with
worse validation results. This oddity is discussed in Secs. 4.8 and 5.4.
In Chapter 5 I have proposed loading sequence which loads possible trip destina-
tions before the neural network starts generating a sequence of activities. The resulting
LSTM-RNN was statistically tested along with other semi-expert system and the net-
work did well in most tested areas (see Sec. 5.3.2). Although these results must be
taken with grain of salt since the network was learned on dataset, that was part of the
testing data.
Overall, this work demonstrates that even an LSTM-RNN with just one hidden layer
and a relatively small dataset is able to generate believable schedules.
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LG implementation
The straight forward implementation of (52) is numerically unstable. This issue was
addressed in [19], [20]. It is probably caused by:
• ‡i in denominator being close to zero
• exp argument is too high so it causes overflowing
Form of (52) must be changed in order to eliminate these critical parts of equation.
A.1 LG stable form
First, we define a log-sum-exp trick used in [19] and explained in [21]:
log
Kÿ
i=1
exp(xi) = c+ log
Kÿ
i=1
exp(xi ≠ c) (82)
where c is typically
c = max
i
xi (83)
This trick eliminates the highest argument in exp which could render NaN as an out-
put. Having high negative argument in exp is not such a problem since the numerical
implementation of exp would just give zero.
We extend (52) by substituting –i,‡i, µi with their respective definitions (48),(77),(50).
LG(y, d) = ≠ log
Kÿ
i=1
Qccca exp(–ˆi)Kq
j=1
exp(–ˆj)
1
exp(‡ˆi)
1Ô
2ﬁ
exp
I
≠ (d≠ µˆi)
2
2 exp(2‡i)
JRdddb (84)
after some reorganization we get
LG(y, d) = ≠ log
Y___]___[
1Ô
2ﬁ
1
Kq
j=1
exp (–ˆj)
Kÿ
i=1
A
exp(–ˆi)
1
exp(‡ˆi)
exp
I
≠ (d≠ µˆi)
2
2 exp(2‡i)
JBZ___^
___\ (85)
which can be split into three logarithms:
LG(y, d) =
0.5 log(2ﬁ) (86)
+ log
Kÿ
j=1
exp(–ˆj) (87)
≠ log
Kÿ
i=1
A
exp(–ˆi)
1
exp(‡ˆi)
exp
I
≠ (d≠ µˆi)
2
2 exp(2‡i)
JB
(88)
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where (86) is a constant and (87) is already in form we can use the log-sum-exp trick
on. The term (88) still has to be further rearranged
LG(y, d) =
0.5 log(2ﬁ)
+ log
Kÿ
j=1
exp(–ˆj)
≠ log
Kÿ
i=1
exp(Ui) (89)
where Ui is substitution for
Ui = –ˆi ≠ ‡ˆi ≠ 0.5(d≠ µi)2 exp(≠2‡i) (90)
Finally, we can apply log-sum-exp trick (82),(83) on (89):
LG(y, d) = 0.5 log(2ﬁ) + c1 + log
Kÿ
j=1
exp(–ˆj ≠ c1)≠ c2 ≠ log
Kÿ
i=1
exp(Ui ≠ c2) (91)
c1 = max
j
–ˆj , c2 = max
i
Ui (92)
In this form there are no variable denominators and there is less chance that the expo-
nent argument will cause overflowing.
A.2 LG derivatives
Partial derivatives of LG loss function are taken from [3]:
ˆLG
ˆ–ˆi
=–i ≠ ﬁi (93)
ˆLG
ˆµˆi
=ﬁi
µi ≠ d
‡2i
(94)
ˆLG
ˆ‡ˆi
=≠ ﬁi
A
(µi ≠ d)2
‡2i
≠ 1
B
(95)
(96)
where ﬁi denotes a posterior probability:
ﬁi =
–i„iqK
j=1 –j„j
(97)
Again, we have to arrange these equations into a stable form. First we introduce
another two tricks. The softmax trick and RNADE trick. We begin with commonly
used softmax trick which is actually similar to log-sum-exp trick (82):
exp(xi)qK
j=1 exp(xj)
= exp(xi ≠ c)qK
j=1 exp(xj ≠ c)
(98)
where c is
c = max
i
xi (99)
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This trick solves the same problem as the log-sum-exp trick with the same principle.
We define a function sfx(x,z) to simplify following notation:
sfx(x,z) = exp(x≠maxzœz z)q
zœz
exp(z ≠maxzœz z) (100)
The RNADE trick was introduced in paper [22] and it is simply multiplying right
side of (94) expression by ‡i:
ˆLG
ˆµˆi
= ﬁi
µi ≠ d
‡i
(101)
This is similar to applying an adaptive learning rate that adapts for each Gaussian
kernel. During gradient descent then, tight kernels move more slowly than broad ones.
Indeed, experimentation with this trick showed, that its e ect is similar to scaling down
the learning rate.
We expand (97) by substituting –i for (48)
ﬁi =
exp(–ˆi)
Kq
l=1
exp(–ˆl)
„i
Kq
j=1
exp(–ˆi)
Kq
l=1
exp(–ˆl)
„j
(102)
By canceling term qKl=1 exp(–ˆl) out, we get
ﬁi =
exp(–ˆi)„i
Kq
j=1
exp(–ˆj)„j
(103)
We use (46) and then (90)
ﬁi =
exp(Ui)
Kq
j=1
exp(Uj)
(104)
ˆLG
ˆ–ˆi
derivative
We apply (48), (100) and (104) on (93):
ˆLG
ˆ–ˆi
= sfx(–ˆi, {–ˆj}Kj=1)≠ sfx(Ui, {Uj}Kj=1) (105)
ˆLG
ˆµˆi
derivative
In (101) we expand ﬁi,‡i, µi by substituting it for (104),(77) and (50) respectively.
ˆLG
ˆµˆi
= exp(Ui)
Kq
j=1
exp(Uj)
exp(≠‡ˆi)(µˆi ≠ d) (106)
By multiplying exponents and applying (100) we get
ˆLG
ˆµˆi
= sfx(Ui ≠ ‡ˆi, {Uj}Kj=1)(µˆi ≠ d) (107)
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ˆLG
ˆ‡ˆi
derivative
We expand the (95) by substituting ﬁi,‡i, µi for (104),(77) and (50) respectively.
ˆLG
ˆ‡ˆi
= exp(Ui)
Kq
j=1
exp(Uj)
1
exp(≠2‡ˆi)(µˆi ≠ d)2 ≠ 1
2
(108)
By multiplying exponents and applying (104) we obtain:
ˆLG
ˆ‡ˆi
= sfx(Ui ≠ 2‡ˆi, {Uj}Kj=1)(µˆi ≠ d)2 ≠ sfx(Ui, {Uj}Kj=1) (109)
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LB implementation
Implementation of LB was built on scipy, a python module which implements (amongst
many other useful methods):
• Beta probability density function (see (54))
• Digamma function Â(z)
With these methods there wasn’t any issue as long as gradients were reasonably clipped
and targets stayed in open interval (0, 1). Although it has to be modified a little because
of softmax function used for normalizing mixing coe cients.
B.1 LB (more) stable form
We extend (59) by substituting –i by its corresponding definition (48)
LB(y, d) = ≠ log
Kÿ
i=1
Qccca exp(–ˆi)Kq
j=1
exp(–ˆj)
dai≠1(1≠ d)bi≠1
B(ai, bi)
Rdddb (110)
we factor out
Kq
j=1
exp(–ˆj) term and split the logarithm:
LB(y, d) = log
Kÿ
j=1
exp(–ˆj)≠ log
Kÿ
i=1
A
exp(–ˆi)
dai≠1(1≠ d)bi≠1
B(ai, bi)
B
(111)
Now we can use log-sum-exp trick (82) on first term.
B.2 LB derivatives
To get partial derivatives: ˆLBˆ–ˆi ,
ˆLB
ˆaˆi
and ˆLB
ˆbˆi
; we use chain rule and then derivate each
component.
First, we substitute „i by (54) in (103) to obtain a posterior probability for mixed
beta distribution:
ﬁi =
exp(–i)(dai≠1(1≠ d)bi≠1)B(ai, bi)≠1qK
j=1 exp(–j)(daj≠1(1≠ d)bj≠1)B(aj , bj)≠1
(112)
In order to derivate the beta function we need the gamma function derivation. The
digamma function is defined as:
Â(z) =  
Õ(z)
 (z) (113)
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thus the derivation of gamma function is
 Õ(z) =  (z)Â(z) (114)
Functions  (z),Â(z) are already implemented in scipy module.
ˆLB
ˆ–ˆi
derivative
Since the "only" di erence between LB and LG is their kernel definition „i and mixture
coe cient –i is not depended on the kernel, the partial derivation of ˆL
B
ˆ–ˆi
is the same
as (93).
ˆLB
ˆaˆi
derivative
We apply the chain rule on ˆLBˆaˆi
ˆLB
ˆaˆi
= ˆL
B
ˆak
ˆak
ˆaˆi
(115)
and deal with ˆLBˆak first:
ˆLB
ˆak
=≠ ˆ
ˆak
SUlog Kÿ
j=1
–j„j
TV (116)
=≠ 1
Kq
j=1
–j„j
ˆ
ˆak
SU Kÿ
j=1
–j„j
TV (117)
=≠ 1
Kq
j=1
–j„j
–k
ˆ
ˆai
[„k] (118)
=≠ –k
Kq
j=1
–j„j
ˆ
ˆak
5  (ak + bk)
 (ak) (bk)
dak≠1(1≠ d)bk≠1
6
(119)
=≠ –k
Kq
j=1
–j„j
(1≠ d)bi≠1
 (bk)
ˆ
ˆak
5  (ak + bk)
 (ak)
dak≠1
6
(120)
In (117) chain rule was applied, then
Kq
j=1
was ruled out in (118) and only „k stayed as
it depends on ak variable. In (119) „k was substituted for (54) and (55), and in (120)
variables independent on ak were thrown out of the derivation. We solve derivation for
the rest separately with the product rule
ˆ
ˆak
Ë
 (ak + bk) (ak)≠1dak≠1
È
= (121)
≠  (ak)≠2 (ak)Â(ak) (ak + bk)dak≠1 (122)
+  (ak)≠1 (ak + bk)Â(ak + bk)dak≠1 (123)
+  (ak)≠1 (ak + bk)dak≠1 log d (124)
= (ak + bk) (ak)
tak≠1(≠Â(ak) + Â(ak + bk) + log d) (125)
B.2 LB derivatives
In (122) and (123) derivative equation (114) was used. Let’s substitute (125) to (120):
ˆLB
ˆak
= ≠ –k
Kq
j=1
–j„j
(1≠ d)bk≠1
 (bk)
 (ak + bk)
 (ak)
tak≠1(≠Â(ak) + Â(ak + bk) + log d) (126)
And after some rearrangement and substitution with (112) we get:
ˆLB
ˆak
= ≠ﬁk (≠Â(ak) + Â(ak + bk) + log d) (127)
Derivation of ˆakˆaˆi from (115) is trivial
ˆak
ˆaˆi
=
I
0 if i ”= k
ai if i = k
(128)
Finally, we join ˆLBak (127) and
ˆak
ˆaˆi
(128)
ˆLB
ˆaˆi
= ≠ﬁk (≠Â(ak) + Â(ak + bk) + log d) ai (129)
ˆLB
ˆbˆi
derivative
Partial derivation ˆLB
ˆbˆi
is almost identical to ˆLBˆaˆi :
ˆLB
ˆbˆi
= ≠ﬁk (≠Â(bk) + Â(ak + bk) + log(1≠ d)) bi (130)
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Appendix C
Comparison of hyperparameter values
Figures of experiment results in Sec. 4.7. Top: Validation loss during learning. Vertical
axis shows the validation loss and horizontal axis shows epochs. Validation losses
are averaged on 4 runs. Bottom: Comparison of validation loss minima. Vertical
axis shows validation loss and horizontal shows the parameter and epoch, where its
validation loss was minimal.
Figure 7 HIS AMSE
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Figure 8 HIS AMSDT
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Figure 9 GAU AMSE
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Figure 10 GAU AMSDT
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Figure 11 BET AMSE
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Figure 12 BET AMSDT
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Appendix D
VALFRAM results of NN models
comparison
This is more detailed comparison of models from Sec. 4.7.2. Distribution of generated
values were validated against distribution of testing values with Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistics. This comparison is focused on features duration and start. Each NN model
(HIS, GAU, BET) generated a set of schedules SHIS ,SGAU and SBET . These sets of
schedules were divided into subsets by their schedule skeletons (see Sec. 3.1): student,
employee and home. Source of testing set ST were real travel diaries and this set was
also divided into subsets in the same manner. This resulted into three comparisons:
• Student skeleton: see Tab. 21 and Fig. 15
• Employee skeleton: see Tab. 22 and Fig. 17
• Home skeleton: see Tab. 23 and Fig. 13
The final comparison of aggregated statistics is shown in table Tab. 16.
Figure 13 Home skeleton: Distributions of temporal feature values conditioned on
activity_type.
48
Figure 15 Student skeleton: Distributions of temporal feature values conditioned on
activity_type.
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Figure 17 Employee skeleton: Distributions of temporal feature values conditioned on
activity_type.
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Table 21 Student skeleton: Statistical validation of HIS, GAU and BET models. Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistics used to compare distributions of temporal features.
feature sleep school leisure mean
HISs30msdtVb
duration
0.171548 0.367262 0.288194 0.275668
GAUs60k3mseVcx 0.342738 0.280833 0.373485 0.332352
BETs90k6msdtVax 0.252976 0.524048 0.128989 0.302004
HISs30msdtVb
start
0.12756 0.845238 0.34375 0.438849
GAUs60k3mseVcx 0.0776786 0.415595 0.380871 0.291382
BETs90k6msdtVax 0.182857 0.785952 0.348848 0.439219
Table 22 Employee skeleton: Statistical validation of HIS, GAU and BET models. Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistics used to compare distributions of temporal features.
feature sleep work leisure mean
HISs30msdtVb
duration
0.14667 0.275043 0.363839 0.261851
GAUs60k3mseVcx 0.14854 0.238745 0.182266 0.18985
BETs90k6msdtVax 0.193123 0.211693 0.213995 0.206271
HISs30msdtVb
start
0.225354 0.462749 0.410714 0.366272
GAUs60k3mseVcx 0.0612493 0.262367 0.168217 0.0612493
BETs90k6msdtVax 0.0637922 0.266202 0.18525 0.171748
Table 23 Home skeleton: Statistical validation of HIS, GAU and BET models. Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistics used to compare distributions of temporal features.
feature sleep leisure mean
HISs30msdtVb
duration
0.170642 0.329805 0.250224
GAUs60k3mseVcx 0.069754 0.267426 0.16859
BETs90k6msdtVax 0.201737 0.166519 0.184128
sleep leisure mean
HISs30msdtVb
start
0.228258 0.505687 0.366973
GAUs60k3mseVcx 0.133308 0.434493 0.283901
BETs90k6msdtVax 0.0578284 0.332714 0.195271
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Appendix E
Probability distributions and densities of
generated schedule
Here are shown two examples of schedules generated by di erent NN models and feature
selections. They are generated with same respective profiles shown in Tab. 24.
In sub-figures below, each column corresponds to one activity and each row corre-
sponds to features in following order:
• activity_type, mode, start and end for AMSE models
• activity_type, mode, start, duration and trip_duration for AMSDT models
Plots with probability density functions are divided into two parts:
• Top: Density of mixture distribution
• Bottom: Individual kernels multiplied by their negative mixing coe cient. We
can identify each individual kernel by its color.
Table 24 Profiles used for activity generation.
Feature Employee Student
household 5 4
children 0 0
has_car True True
has_bike True True
has_mbike True False
age 51 12
sex M M
student False True
license True False
pt_card False False
education LOW LOW
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Figure 19 Generated activities of the same employee profile.
a) HIS AMSE b) HIS AMSDT
c) GAU AMSE d) GAU AMSDT
e) BET AMSE f) BET AMSDT
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Figure 21 Generated activities of the same student profile.
a) HIS AMSE b) HIS AMSDT
c) GAU AMSE d) GAU AMSDT
e) BET AMSE f) BET AMSDT
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Appendix F
VALFRAM results of agent-models
comparison
This appendix contains results of VALFRAM validation of GAU2s150k3lk2c, GAU2s150k3lk5b
and base agent-models (see Sec. 5.3.2). These agent-models were statistically validated
against a set of real schedules and OD matrix (Origin-Destination matrix contains fre-
quency of trips between two attractors) in following tests:
A1: Activities in Time. Tabs. 25 and 26.
A2: Activities in Space. Tab. 27 and Fig. 23.
A3a: Structure of activities. Tab. 28.
B1a: Trips in Time: Modes by Time of Day. Tab. 30.
B2: Trips in Space. Tab. 30 and Fig. 25.
B3: Mode for Target Activity Type. Tab. 31 and Fig. 26.
For detailed description of each test please refer to this paper [18].
Figure 23 A2: Activities in space. Success rate (SR) curves. SR curve made from test data
CDV V3, should be approximated by SR curves of agent-models.
a) SLEEP b) SCHOOL
c) WORK d) LEISURE
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Figure 25 B2: Trips in Space. Success rate (SR) curves. SR curve made from test data CDV
V3, should be approximated by SR curves of agent-models.
Figure 26 B3: Mode for Target Activity Type. Proportion of mode features in activities
aggregated by their type.
Table 25 A1: Activities in Time. Duration. Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics used to compare
distributions of duration feature.
sleep work school leisure mean
base 0.121248 0.295616 0.219357 0.183135 0.204839
GAU2s150k3lk2c 0.148556 0.197406 0.205277 0.13581 0.171762
GAU2s150k3lk5b 0.149135 0.239288 0.106575 0.334843 0.20746
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Table 26 A1: Activities in Time. Start. Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics used to compare
distributions of start feature.
sleep work school leisure mean
base 0.0748867 0.286267 0.40213 0.362917 0.28155
GAU2s150k3lk2c 0.096474 0.251303 0.250946 0.182067 0.195197
GAU2s150k3lk5b 0.081142 0.281241 0.167997 0.175958 0.176584
Table 27 A2: Activities in Space. Pearson’s ‰2 used to compare distributions of activity_type
in set of regions. SRDIFF value is di erence between areas under testing and agent-model
SR curves (see Fig. 23).
Activity type base GAU2s150k3lk2c GAU2s150k3lk5b
‰2 SLEEP NAN 1659.07 1504.52SRDIFF(ALL) 0.440488 0.0952213 0.0960132
‰2 WORK NAN 785.384 1187.95SRDIFF(ALL) 0.457686 0.150093 0.194277
‰2 SCHOOL NAN 642.151 654.212SRDIFF(ALL) 0.461117 0.147823 0.152018
‰2 LEISURE NAN 641.566 773.722SRDIFF(ALL) 0.480539 0.280872 0.245612
Table 28 A3a: Structure of activities. Pearson’s ‰2 used to compare non-fix activity_type
counts per schedule.
leisure min max mean
base 32.8657 32.8657 32.8657 32.8657
GAU2s150k3lk2c 4.09995 4.09995 4.09995 4.09995
GAU2s150k3lk5b 3.07173 3.07173 3.07173 3.07173
Table 29 B1a: Trips in Time: Modes by Time of Day. ‰2 used to compare mode counts of
trips starting in defined time intervals.
0-4 4-8 8-12 12-16 16-20 20-24 mean
base 7.0 112.511 28.933 105.637 23.7432 10.3759 48.0333
GAU2s150k3lk2c NAN 24.9202 137.544 11.0697 115.745 32.7484 64.4056
GAU2s150k3lk5b NAN 60.1587 275.061 45.0502 85.9944 59.3857 105.13
Table 30 B2: Trips in Space. SRDIFF value is di erence between areas under testing and
agent-model SR curves (see Fig. 25).
base GAU2s150k3lk2c GAU2s150k3lk5b
SRDIFF(VAL) 0.375471 0.142594 0.149328
Table 31 B3: Mode for Target Activity Type. ‰2 used to compare mode counts per
activity_type.
sleep work school leisure mean
base 108.716 74.0002 175.795 57.1045 103.904
GAU2s150k3lk2c 70.5188 129.18 54.7147 72.8916 81.8262
GAU2s150k3lk5b 114.685 154.709 102.809 42.899 103.775
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Appendix G
Examples of generated schedules
Here are examples of generated schedules from GAU2s150k3lk2cmodel (see Sec. 5.3.3).
On each figure we can see schedule, depicted trips and contours corresponding to dis-
tributions of location features.
Arrows on map represent direction and mode of trip:
• blue: public transport
• orange: walk
• red: car
Vertices on path represent location of each generated activity. Their color corre-
sponds to activity_type feature:
• blue: SLEEP
• orange: WORK
• green: SCHOOL
• red: LEISURE
• yellow: SHOPPING
Vertices outside of path represent attractors from loading sequence. Green ones
correspond to non-fixed attractors and black ones to fixed attractors. There are two
contours on each map representing distributions of two location features. The smaller
one is location distribution of last activity (usually the home). The bigger one is
location distribution of second activity (usually a workplace or school).
Figure 28 Profile: age: 25, sex: F, pt_card: true, education: MID, student: false
58
Figure 29 Profile: age: 23, sex: F, pt_card: true, education: HIGH, student: true
Figure 30 Profile: age: 67, sex: F, pt_card: false, education: MID, student: false. In this case
first and last location is the same attractor. These two picked attractors were part of loading
sequence.
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Figure 31 Profile: age: 10, sex: M, pt_card: true, education: LOW, student: true
Figure 32 Profile: age: 47, sex: M, pt_card: false, education: MID, student: false. location
features for first and fourth activities are same.
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